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The marketisation of the English Higher Education sector and its impact on academic staff and the nature of their work

Abstract

Purpose- The purpose of the empirical study is to investigate whether, the impact of the marketisation of the English HE sector on academic staff and the nature of their professional work, are felt to the same degree in different English universities. The study was conducted between November 2015-April 2017.

Design/methodology/approach- Using the interpretivist paradigm, a qualitative, inductive approach is adopted. Twelve semi-structured interviews of 60-90 minutes each conducted with academics of six English university types (ancient, old and new civic, plate-glass, technological and Post 1992). Participants, who were identified by non-probability sampling, included professors, principal, senior and lecturers, and associate lecturers.

Findings- Six key themes emerged regarding the impact on academic staff and their work. The themes include:

1. Efficiency and quantity over effectiveness,
2. Autocratic, managerialist ideology over academic democracy and debate,
3. Instrumentalism over intellectualism
4. De-professionalisation and fragmentation of the academy
5. Increased incidence of performativity, bullying and workplace aggression
6. Work intensification

The ancient university is least impacted by marketisation in terms of academic staff and the nature of their work. Next are the old and new civic universities, then the technological, plate-glass. The most impact is felt by academics (and the nature of their work) in the Post 1992 universities.

Research limitations/implications- There is a relatively small number of interviews in this study, therefore it is difficult to categorically correlate an academic biography with their opinion in the context of their university type. More male than female participants were interviewed. International staff were not interviewed, these could bring a varying perspective to the narrative found in this study. A mixed approach in further research would aid this objective. Some of the questioning in the pilot study was not as focused as any further primary research would have to be.

Originality/value- A further area of study, which could have practical implications, add originality and value would be to investigate how good practice in 'employee engagement' in the university context might pave the way forward. This has the potential to benefit academic staff directly and the institution, a win-win solution for all stakeholders.

Keywords-Neo-liberalism, New Public Management, marketisation, corporatization, managerialism, performativity, commodification, targets and terror, surveillance, de-professionalisation, occupational stress, workplace intensification, workplace aggression and bullying.

Paper type- Research paper as part of DBA studies at Lancashire Business School
Introduction

There is a new global economic order underwritten by free markets, multi-national corporations and the increased mobility of capital and labour. Similarly, since the 1980s, the well-documented UK narrative is one of neo-liberal economic policy. Over the last decade, there have been cutbacks in the public sector. Efficiency, cost effectiveness are the main priorities of the new public management (NPM). Workers’ rights, pay, pensions, conditions, and bargaining power have diminished. Public sector organisations have adopted structures, processes, management practices and values (more commonly found in the private business sector), with the objective to make their organisations run better. Public managers and bureaucrats have simultaneously introduced an unprecedented network of controls.

Universities are not exempt from this. The UK higher education (HE) context includes further complications of massification since 1990s and the introduction of student tuition fees in 1998. Since 2006/7, higher education students are now ‘customers’, degrees are ‘products’ and there is fierce competition for ever decreasing resources. The ascendency of metrics and performance indicators, commodification and performativity has many intended and unintended consequences. One of these is significant occupational stress among many of those working in universities (THES Annual Work-based Survey 2016; Alvesson and Spicer 2016; Visser 2016; Lynch and Ivancheva 2015; Parker 2014; Kilkauer 2014; Thompson 2013; Kinman and Wray 2013).

Literature Review

The neo-liberal context

Universities have changed over recent decades resulting in a major transformation of ethos in higher education (HE), from essentially a collegial, to a managerial one. This is because of the dominance of neo-liberalist ideology (Docherty 2015, Grey 2013).

Neo-liberalism is a universal phenomenon; it is an approach to economics, which seeks to explain the workings of complex market economies in an era of globalisation. According to Cairns and Sliwa (2008:6), globalisation is underpinned by the advancement of neo-liberalism.

The primary goal of neo-liberalism is to commodify resources (Waring 2013). State-funded institutions are seen as inefficient, unresponsive, in need of ‘market’ discipline, and so liable for hyper-commodification. The objectives of neo-liberal policy seem to be focused on benefiting managers, and promoting capital accumulation. Indeed, (in Molesworth et al 2011:73) Sauntson and Morris argue that, UK universities in 2009 ‘became the provenance of the newly formed Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS)’. The fact that there is no mention of education in its title at all is surely not a coincidence. Consequently, the neo-liberal priority over education, academics would argue, is often to the exclusion of pedagogical matters. There is a significant and ‘growing divide between an academic labour force and a neo-liberal managerial elite’, echoing ‘a growing proletarianisation and commodification of academic work’ (Waring 2013:415).

The rise of the neoliberal ‘Evaluative State’ (Kehm and Teichler (ed.) 2013, Neave 1988) and ‘quantified control’ (Burrows 2012), which have led to an academic ‘mental assembly line’ (Gilbert 2010; Fisher 1994), is evident in the literature. This means the subordination of
academic activity to commercial goals, the shift from exchange to competition, the movement from equality to inequality, and the turning of academics into human capital. These are the key features of neo-liberalism in universities (Berg et al. (2016). For many academics, these processes are experienced through ‘audit cultures’ (Strathern 2000), and rituals of verification with which the academic workload is increasingly understood. Ironically, this is what HEFCE criticises as the ‘metric tide’ (Wilsdon 2015). Wilsdon continues: ‘Metrics hold real power; they are constitutive of values, identities and livelihoods.’ This is correlated to the demise of the Keynesian ‘social contract’ and welfare state (1940s-1970s) where demand-side macroeconomic policy was interventionist, democratic and social (Cate 2013 in Farnham 2015a) - hence the establishment of the NHS, income maintenance, social housing and education for all.

In sharp contrast, since 1980s the opposing supply-side macroeconomic policy prevails. This is the so-called ‘neoliberal settlement’, which is underpinned by political systems all over the world (Farnham 2015b, Steger 2010). Priorities here are the free market, continuous economic growth, productivity, efficiency, competition, individualism, deregulation and the privatisation of state assets.

Davies (2016) asserts that neo-liberalism is economically deemed a failure. He says we need to consider alternative approaches. Others (Farnham 2015b; Horton and Farnham 1999) argue that it is fundamentally politically driven. Its political goal is to shrink the state using the pretext of austerity measures. Austerity capitalism causes human labour’s exploitation, degradation and human suffering (Hill ed. 2013). Hill (ed.) 2013:3 argues that the ‘neoliberal project provides capital with the political and ideological muscle to both construct consent and silence dissent’. Under the ‘white heat of neo-liberalism’ (Granter 2009) consumerism dominates and controls the consciousness of the populous, and their identity so much so that, they do not question any political or economic alternative (Docherty 2015, Jones 2014, Ritzer 2013). Therefore, there is no real resistance to the status quo. As Dillow (2007) laments, it is the end of politics.

New Public Management

NPM is a term coined by Hood (1991) for the policy to modernise the public sector and render it more effective. The basic idea of NPM is that market-oriented management of the public sector will lead to greater cost-efficiency, without having negative side-effects on other considerations. However, Lorenz (2012) argues that, NPM policies employ a discourse that parasitises the everyday meanings of their concepts—efficiency, accountability, transparency, and quality—and simultaneously perverts all their original meanings. NPM has not proved to have anything, but financial gains, creating efficiency for government, at the expense of society and effectiveness within the public sector. The economic NPM definition of education ignores the most important aspects of the education process, and therefore poses a fundamental threat to education itself (Docherty 2015).

Under these policies, workers have lost power and control in the face of threats of redundancy and have just become pawns in the ‘corporate card game’ of capital, and its agents (Grey 2013). Follett (1940 [1918]) advocates power with, rather than over the workers. Many critical management writers challenge the politics and realities of NPM (oppression, exclusion) and its links to neo-liberalism, in favour of an emancipatory agenda of fairness, ethics and moral organisation. As Grey (2013:119) asserts, ‘we have been quietly mugged over the last 40 years’.
Ferlie et al. (1996) describe ‘NPM in Action’ as involving the introduction into public services of the ‘three Ms’: markets, managers and measurement. However, many would argue that universities have a long history and a civic role to play, not just an economic one (Docherty 2015). They serve as an anchor embedded in civic life. That is why many universities have charitable or not for profit status (Thomas 6th April VC Address at UCLan 2016).

For Lorenz (2012: 629):

‘All things considered, we should expect that as long as organizations continue to be controlled in accordance with the discourse of NPM, management will continue to produce NPM bullshit, and professionals will continue to react with cynicism, hypocrisy, and dissidence, as was the case under state Communism. The neoliberal NPM dream is the privatized versions of economic and bureaucratic totalitarianism.’

Managerialism

Managerialism has different meanings to different authors (Teelken 2012:273). Nevertheless, the most succinct definition is that of Pollitt (1990:1). He believes it is a set of beliefs and practices, at the core of which, burns the seldom-tested assumption that better management will prove an effective solvent for a wide range of economic and social ills.

According to Kilkauer (2013) managerialism is not primarily concerned with political issues but rather the management of capitalism and society in its image. Kilkauer describes management as an early 20th century term (Taylor, Fayol, Ford), while managerialism is a late 20th and 21st century term. It merges ideology with management (its origins) plus a third ingredient: expansion. Its objective is ‘to expand managerial techniques far beyond the realms of organisations, spreading managerialism into the wider economic, social, cultural, and political sphere’ (2013:3).

Managerialism is a ‘belief in or reliance on the use of professional managers in administering or planning an activity. ... During the 1980s a new species of managerialism moved into companies and into research management.’

(www.en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/managerialism accessed 10th July 2017)

It is associated with hierarchy, accountability and measurement, and a belief in the importance of tightly managed organizations, as opposed to individuals, or groups that do not resemble an organization.

The popular concept of ‘managerialism’ appears to share some characteristics with the pejorative use of the terms: bureaucratization, centralisation, standardisation and instrumentalism. Grey (2013:63) calls it ‘enhancing efficiency through management control’. Parker (2014:290) speaks out against ‘performance indicator managerialism’, which is full of paradoxes.

By contrast, a pro-managerialism perspective is suggested by the unusual findings of Marini. Marini argues in his study (2015) of 26 universities across Europe, that university managerialism can boost academic freedom and collegiality (THES 21st August 2015).

However, his argument is nuanced. He says trust is something that can be destroyed, or cultivated by managerialism. Even Marini’s study indicates that a cynical explanation why the two organisational styles (collegialism and managerialism) might happily co-exist, is that ‘nothing gets academics working together better than a shared hatred of management’. In the
same THES article Shattock says that when managerialism penetrates downwards into and through academic heartlands, it changes the academic culture fundamentally. Palfreyman (2007:135) said that while managers now run the big and important stuff like budgets, marketing... strategic direction, collegial decisions still steer lower-level academic units. He continues: ‘only in the very highest ranked institutions globally, are the academic lunatics still in charge of the asylum, because academics at these elites cannot be treated badly given that they are internationally mobile.’ The implication here being that academics in non-elite institutions can be treated badly by managers, as they have no alternative, but to stay and endure.

The consequences

In the context of UK HE sector, neo-liberalism, NPM, managerialism, capital’s tactical weapons of rationalisation, deskilling, redundancy, contingency, outsourcing and automation’ (Ovetz 2015) are used to seize ‘quantified control’ over the academic workforce. ‘The academic must become a generic, functional worker who fulfils a full talent matrix and facilitates the flow of capital’ (Morris 2016). This is what Bendix-Petersen and Davies (2010) describe as ‘biopower’.

How managerial practices are to be implemented, is open to debate. Chandler et al. (2002) argue that hard managerialism has a human cost; they recommend a softer, more collegial method of management. A Guardian Survey (2014) shows that there is concern around a ‘bullying culture’, brought about by managerialism, job insecurity and a culture of long working hours. A pressure to publish is felt by more than a third of 25-35 year olds. It is believed that, these conditions are to blame for mental health problems among academics. ‘Senior lecturers and those aged between 55-64 years feel most strongly about this connection’.

Much of the Critical University Studies (CUS) literature alludes to the academic under siege. It frequently uses the metaphor of combat, battle and warfare. Examples of these are: ‘universities at war’ (Docherty 2015; Giroux 2014), ‘theatres of cruelty’ (Couldry 2008), ‘a new barbarity’ (Williams 2016; Morgan 2015), the ‘terror of performativity’ (Wilson and Holligan 2013) ‘decimation of a profession’ (Gill 2009) and ‘degradation of work’ (Thompson and Smith 2010). In addition, Berg and Seeber (2016: x) claim that a ‘language of crisis dominates the literature on the corporate university.’

Other consequences with regard to academic work emphasise change, conflict, contestation, intensification, stress, pressure, increased workload, widespread unhappiness and poor staff morale. The increasing casualisation of teaching staff is of concern to many in the profession. According to the UCU April 2016:1 report on ‘Precarious work in Higher Education’, ‘54% of all academic staff and 49% of all academic teaching staff are on insecure contracts’. In addition, Berg and Seeber (2016: x) refer to the ‘frantic pace and standardization of contemporary [academic] culture’, as a direct result of the corporatisation of universities, which ‘has compromised academic life and sped up the clock’. Young and Beck (2005:184) talk of alienation and anomic; they describe ‘a generation of practitioners (who) have experienced what is, to some a sense of crisis and of loss. Cherished identities and commitments have been undermined and, for some, this has been experienced as an assault on their professionalism’.
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Some literature relates to the debate about how academics respond to, and deal with the new managerialism (Teelken 2012, Ackroyd and Thompson 2012 [1999]). Academic active resistance to managerialism can take the form of passive, covert resistance, which appears to be the most common form, as opposed to overt resistance. Teelken refers to symbolic compliance, professional pragmatism and formal instrumentality. Diefenbach (2009:15) claims subversion refers to the way academics ‘learn to play the game or system’. Evidence shows that academic resistance is often not confrontational, as avoidance strategies or covert defiance: ‘I forgot’, ‘going off sick’, and partial compliance (all of which are examples of non-confrontational resistance) are regularly used to great effect.

Bok (2003), a former President of Harvard University, recommends deferring to academic judgement when decision making in the HE context. Bok says that undermining academic standards, the intangibles, (Bok 2003:108) and allowing money, the tangible, and profit to dominate is extremely foolhardy. Bok warns that although ‘faculty….moral education of students….trust of the public are all intangible and remote…and may never materialise, at least not for a long time, it is all too easy to overlook them’ (Bok 2003:119).

Academics as subjects of neo-liberalism

Academics, can exercise some degree of ‘technical control’ over their work, but are losing ‘ideological control’ (Miller in Smyth (ed.) 1995: 40-59) and academic freedom (Karran and Mallinson 2017). The state, institutional managers and bureaucrats have extended their ‘quantified control’ (Burrows 2012). There is incessant surveillance, external and internal scrutiny (Overtz 2015, Lorenz 2012, Foucault 2008) over funding, structures, systems, processes, via a range of metrics embedded in an audit culture (workload models, demand for data assemblage, national student survey, research assessments, league tables, the TEF to be introduced 2018).

Since the introduction of electronic locks, [an example of management Foucauldian panoptical surveillance] ‘we can only enter the building and the classrooms when the computer allows us to. Nothing makes the relevance of Harry Braverman’s analysis of the division of labor more relevant than being an adjunct professor - a highly autonomous but anonymous and interchangeable mental worker’ (Overtz 2015:275). ‘Management has become administration, which is a labor process conducted for the purpose of control within the corporation’ (Braverman 1974:267). This is termed by Derber (1983) as the ‘ideological proletarianisation’ of academic work.

Martin (2016) describes the ‘creeping bureaucracy’ and ‘rationality’ of management together with constant game playing around metrics in research as key stressors for many academics who feel overburdened. This has resulted in the loss of autonomy and, control over the shaping of how many aspects of academic work is to be done, which is the most important characteristic of a profession (Lorenz 2012). Gill (2009) talks of the decimation of the academic profession. Morrish (2016) quotes Williams, former Archbishop of Canterbury, who has spoken of the ‘new barbarity’ in British universities.

Emphasis today in HE is on performativity, commodification. The discourse of NPM dominates which dehumanises academics and brutalises the HE work context. Performativity is a form of incentive, control, and attrition based on rewards and sanctions (Kallio et al. 2016; Ball 2003:216). It terrorises (Lyotard 1984) employees in the public sector. It regularly puts them under undue pressure and distracts them from their actual work. ‘Academic endeavour is not something that can just be improved by order’ and infers that it involves ethos, judgement, time and space, support (Morrish 2015). In addition, there is too much
focus on the how, the quantitative aspects of academic labour process rather than the why, the qualitative aspects. Outspoken Professor Docherty (2015) against management details the ‘illocutionary silencing’ and threatening of academics when he experienced suspension for a year by the directorate.

Universities are complex, multifaceted and diverse organisations. Within a performative regime, however, it is likely that policy drives market-driven priorities. Therefore, claims, Ball (2003:224), performativity is promiscuous. This results in acts of fabrication. These become embedded, reproduced by systems of recording and reporting on practice. Anything, which does not ‘fit’ into what is intentionally to be represented, is discarded and excluded. Performativity is full of paradoxes. It is a vehicle for changing what academic work and learning are. Lyotard (1984) argues that the commodification of knowledge is a key characteristic of what he calls’ the post-modern condition.’ Within the public sector the de-socialisation and externalisation of knowledge has involved a seismic shift in the nature of workers and their work. In other words, ‘service’ commitments no longer have value or meaning, and professional judgement (discretion) is subordinated to the requirements of performativity. Here is where Ball notes the element of ‘cynical compliance’, which comes into play, in the processes of individual and institutional fabrication. This is referred to as ‘hyper-reality’ (Baudrillard 2000 [1970]).

The role and professional survival of academics has become dependent on fulfilling establishment norms (Tapper and Salter 1995). This instability, loss of control and status, ambiguity of the academic profession, worsened in the 1990s and accelerated in pace since 2006. This has resulted in a de-professionalisation of the largely frustrated academy and a fragmented, isolated professional disparate community with an identity crisis with no real voice.

HE is now controlled by managers, otherwise known as ‘agents of capital’ (Thomas 2003:26), and bureaucrats. Their role is to extract the maximum out of each employee while at the same time rewarding them for their efforts at the lowest possible wage. Academic salaries have fallen in real terms over many years (www.theguardian.com › Society › Public sector pay 3rd July 2017). In addition, there is a UK university pension scheme deficit of £12.6 Billion in 2017 (www.thetimeshighereducation.com/news/uk--university-pension-scheme-deficit 26th July 2017).

Bathmaker (1999) examines the unwritten ‘psychological contract’ (Rousseau and Wad-Benzoni Model 1994) between managers and academics in a post 1992 university. This has dramatically changed from a ‘relational contract’ (Wilson 1991; Winter 1995), based on trust, fair play, equity, ethics, respect for professional judgement and reciprocity, where employment tended to be continuous and predictable, to a transactional [business] contract, one which is de-personalised.

Even as far back as 1965 Schein warned that, ‘if a university…withholds status of privileges such as academic freedom and expects faculty to obey arbitrary authority, it will be violating its psychological contract, resulting either in redefinition of the contract….or an alienation of the faculty’. This is exactly what has happened.

What is critical is the how the academic labour process is enacted, and in whose interests. These go to the very heart of how knowledge is produced, and how it is conveyed in our universities (Smyth 1995). Noteworthy is that the Haldane Report (1918) was designed to protect universities from government control. However, since the 1990s the OECD has a ‘human capital’ view of higher education. The origins of the restructuring of HE in Western
countries can be traced back to this. The OECD claims the role of education lies squarely in the contribution it can make to international economic reconstruction and competitiveness, through:

- Producing more‘ flexible’ and ‘responsive’ forms of labour;
- Fostering greater participation by the private sector in higher education, especially through research;
- Requiring that HE operate more like the private market (Smyth ed.1995:3)

As Neave (1988) concludes, the changing boundary between state and higher education offers a more robust explanation. Much of this shaping of the academic labour process, (academic marginalisation, casualisation of teaching, research targets, outputs and funding) are controlled by managers and bureaucrats. Jobs have become more insecure. Consequently, there is internal fierce competition resulting in winners and losers within the academy. Relations between colleagues and their line managers have become more adversarial, and the once collegial, collective community within academia has suffered.

Many writers describe the new HE work atmosphere as toxic (Morrish 2015). This toxicity is referred to as the theory of ‘organisational miasma’, a theoretical concept that describes a contagious state of pollution – material, psychological and spiritual.

Impact on the academy

The term, stress, is not consistent in the literature. Cohen et al. (1995:3) provide a comprehensive definition of stress as a process in which ‘environmental demands tax or exceed the adaptive capacity of an organism, resulting in psychological and biological changes that may place persons at risk for disease.’ This generates cortisol, rather than the performance enhancing stress hormone adrenaline. Cortisol is a harmful hormone released at times of extreme and prolonged exposure to stress. Lazarus (1990) says that stress is a condition or feeling experienced when a person perceives that demand exceeds the personal and social resources, when an individual is unable to mobilise. Stress has reached epidemic levels in the 21st century society (BBC 1 Documentary 4th May 2017). Chronic stress, where an individual is in a state of stress over a prolonged period, can cause cancer, immune or heart problems and mental breakdown.

Many studies have identified academic key stressors. These include: reductions in funding, relatively low salaries, heavy workloads, long working hours, poor work-life balance, significant growth in student numbers, poor communications, role ambiguity and striving for publications (Berg and Seeber 2016; Kinman and Wray 2013; Archibong et al. 2010; Kinman 2008; Tytherleigh et al. 2005; Rutter et al. 2002; Winefield et al. 2003; Winefield and Jarrett 2001; Fisher 1994). A substantial literature over the past five decades has consistently shown that work stressors for academics cause illness and reduce productivity at work. Studies indicate that occupational stress has significantly increased in the HE sector. The first comparison of stress levels in different HE sectors suggests that academics working in the UK and Australia experience significantly more stress, than in Germany (THES 4th May 2017; Geppart & Hollinshead 2017). Interestingly, Germany’s HE sector is still state-funded and not marketised. This study was conducted by Professor Persson who said that the deterioration [in staff well-being] between 2006 and 2010 in the UK mainly due to the REF, high workloads and poor management especially in the Post 1992 universities has been remarkable.
In the University Workplace Survey 2016, 51% of academic staff claimed that their job has a negative impact on their health. Many anticipate not being able to sustain the current levels of unmanageable workload and occupational stress until retirement. One professor working in humanities at a plate-glass university says, ‘Staff are being worked to their limits and the university is taking advantage of the workload models, which in themselves are horrendous tools to make us work even more’ (THES 4th Feb 2016:42).

Unattainable targets lead to unmanageable levels of stress (Morrish 2015). Gill talks of work intensification and extensification, in other words ‘academia without walls’ (2009). There are no longer boundaries for the work. This is referred to as the ‘shifting and creep of academic work’. This seeps ‘into vacations at the beach or campground’. Furthermore, we have the redefinition of the academic workplace and the transformation of cyberspace into workplace. Today workplace is anywhere and anytime: ‘one can be connected to a network or the internet’ (Petrina et al. 2015:60-62). The management’s construction of the ideal employee is one who is compelled never to rest (Davies and Petersen 2005:89). Nevertheless, employers have a legal obligation to conduct risk assessments and prevent known causes of stress. ‘We [as academics] need decency, humanity, respect and trust [shown to us by managers]’, implores Morrish (2015). After all, universities ‘are people-dominated organisations. So getting it right, with respect to staff, matters’ (Propper 2013: www.the guardian.com).

Workplace bullying is most recently defined as workplace interaction consisting of any combination of harassment, discrimination, social exclusion, public and professional humiliation, criticism, intimidation, psychological and sometimes physical abuse that occurs repeatedly and over a period of at least six months (DeFalco and Crabb 2015; Roderick 2016).

‘Research continues to address the causes of bullying, but perhaps surprisingly those investigating it are themselves operating in a risk sector as high levels of bullying are consistently reported in higher education. In the UK, the overall prevalence of workplace bullying, based on the proportion of working people, who have experienced it, across all working sectors, is estimated at between 10-20%. However, the percentage of people who have experienced bullying within academic settings is higher than the national average. UK higher education studies have found the percentage of people experiencing it ranges between 18% and 42%’ (The Guardian 3rd Nov. 2014).

A closer inspection of bullying in academe can provide clues as to why it occurs. Cultures where bullying flourishes have been characterised as competitive, adversarial and politicised. Perhaps this is best illustrated by the bullying behaviours most cited within academic contexts, for example: threats to professional status and obstructive behaviours, designed to inhibit employees achieving their goals.

Current literature surrounding the workplace experiences of English academics does not explore these in a variety of English university settings. The researcher believes that the impacts are felt to varying degrees’ dependent on English university type (Farnham (ed.) 1999:209), and the biography of the academic within them could determine a varying perspective.
The Study

This study was conducted between November 2015-April 2017 to investigate the marketisation of the HE sector and its impact on academic staff and the nature of their professional work in a variety of English university settings.

Design/Methodology/Approach

Using the interpretivist paradigm, an inductive approach was deemed the most appropriate for this study. Twelve semi-structured interviews of 60-90 minutes, each with staff from six different English universities, were undertaken. These participants were identified, by non-probability sampling methods, namely: snowball sampling. The interview schedule was piloted.

Farnham’s (1999) historical classification of English universities was employed. This includes six typologies, which are:

1. ‘ancient universities’
2. ‘old civic universities’
3. ‘new civic universities’
4. ‘plate-glass universities’
5. ‘technological universities’
6. ‘post-1992 universities’

Prior to all interviews, all participants were sent a ‘Research Participant Information Sheet’ (explaining what the aims of the research were, with data and storage assurances), together with a ‘Consent Form’, which they were requested to sign, if they were happy to take part.

Most interviews were face to face with the exception of four of the twelve, which were conducted by telephone. The roles of participants included professors, principal and senior lecturers and, associate or also known as hourly paid lecturers/ Oxbridge college level teachers (who exclusively only teach). Anonymity and confidentiality were assured. Most interviews were recorded with the permission of the interviewee, then transcribed. Only four were not, but extensive notes were taken with permission.

In order to minimise insider researcher-bias the same open questions were asked of every participant.

Data Findings, Analysis and Discussion

Observed Behaviour of Interviewees:

Interviewee behaviour ranged from calm, reluctant resignation and sadness about the current context of HE sector in England, through to intense frustration, anger and emotional distress. The meaning and significance of this, the researcher believes, is that the whole subject of the impact of marketisation on HE for many academic staff, regardless of institution type, is very emotive. Some more extreme behaviour was noted in the cases of plate-glass, technological and post 1992 universities. In one case, the interview had to be halted for a short break and resumed after the candidate had regained her composure and expressed her desire to continue.
In addition, an Oxbridge Professor became angry, when he reflected on the bureaucratic quality control aspects of academic work and the ‘grossly underfunded British universities’, over recent years.

Largely, feelings ran high on the issue of the marketisation of the UK HE sector in many interviews, regardless of university and academic biography.

**Biography of Interviewees and Associations with Marketisation of HE sector**

Participants included academics at all levels from a variety of disciplines: Languages, Literature, Philosophy, Business and Management. The academic staff interviewed were from all six types of university in England. All members of staff were British. This was not deliberate on the part of the researcher.

It appears that the longer serving older staff members regularly talk of a feeling of ‘being trapped’ in the profession. If they were to leave, they would jeopardise their pensions and what are they otherwise qualified to do. These staff, regardless of university have experienced different ‘better’ times in HE were more critical, frustrated and cynical of the marketised context of HE, than younger members of staff. These were more accepting of the current context and less critical.

However, younger staff, under 40 years of age especially, but not exclusively, in Post 1992 universities, did express how pressured they felt. These sentiments were summarised by one young Post 1992 interviewee, ‘the insecurity of my professional status, the pace of work and pressure to publish was in the longer term unsustainable for my health and well-being, but at the same time I am glad to have a job. I suppose I should have a plan B if things continue to get worse.’

Those staff who worked in insecure posts felt ‘their positions to be precarious’ and therefore many could see only a few and highly sought after opportunities to enter the profession as a permanent member of the academic staff. Essential requirements for academic job applicants have risen sharply in recent years. Basic requirements are: a PhD, teaching qualification, professional affiliations and a substantial list of publications, just to start on the bottom rung. For many ‘the pay would not be much more for a permanent position and starting an academic pension at 40 + years of age on an average salary did not provide a positive prospect,’ says a plate-glass staff member. Many of these casual staff, regardless of university type, felt stressed and demoralised. These staff were mature in their 30s-40s with no chance of financial stability to enable them to get a mortgage.

In sharp contrast, although no so-called ‘super pros’ with celebrity status like Professor Cox commanding enormous salaries were interviewed here, reference was made to these by one interviewee from an old civic university. ‘His celebrity status enhances the reputation and attracts science students’ to his institution. ‘There has been a growth in the super professors and an explosion of salaries’ asserts an academic from a plate-glass university. This phenomenon was referred to, by the afore-mentioned interviewee, as the direct result of marketisation in HE. Figure 1 below provides an overview of the six key themes in this study.
Figure 1: An overview of the six key themes of the impact of marketisation of HE sector on academics and the nature of their work, which emerged during the pilot study
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1. Efficiency and quantity over effectiveness and quality

‘Most colleagues grudgingly go along with the notion of marketisation due to economic pressures, but they are not happy’, reports Post 1992 interviewee. All interviewees quote the competitive environment for fewer resources, diminished state funding, by the many institutions within the HE sector as an association of marketisation.

Scepticism among all academics with the exception of the ancient, that the quality of provision is being compromised, as a result of the emphasis on the recruitment of maximising a high quantity of student numbers, domestic and overseas, at under- and postgraduate level. Bringing in income takes priority in all decision making. ‘It’s like a production line, bums on seats, but some overseas students are not of a very high standard, they then fail, get poor marks or scrape a pass. This is slowly backfiring as it damages a university’s reputation in the longer term’ (new civic uni. staff member).

Most interviewees, reported that there has been ‘a dumbing down of standards, and pressure to inflate grades by managers’ which causes stress among academic staff who wish to uphold pedagogic standards and values. Many participants lamented how they referred to the fact that students are increasingly termed customers but, ‘the big question is what is good from the point of view of the student (the end product—the qualification) and that of the academic (the quality of the learning process) are different....’ says one plate-glass university lecturer. ‘Higher education in this country is in danger of losing sight of what education is about’.

‘There is no time to consolidate. Every year there seems to be a new management regime, structure, which means more wasted effort and resources. New senior managers appear every couple of years, make short-sighted decisions and leave before the implications are felt. Managers should focus on areas that are not working well’, claims a Post 1992 academic.

She continues, ‘There is a lot of talk about quality but the main priority of managers is to make savings at any cost and retention; it is we the academics who care about the real quality and the pastoral care of the students, which eats into our time but not reflected in our workloads. Staff do it anyway... but staff goodwill is going. There’s less staff every year, lots of platitudes by managers but they don’t care. ’ ‘Administrative systems lead, rather than academic, all decision-making and change. It’s a case of the tail wagging the dog....I feel academics are increasingly seen as a problem to be managed.’

Those research active staff working at even professorial level ‘feel under immense pressure to meet publishing targets’, which some believe were not always realistically set by their...
managers and would often compromise quality by diktats of quantity. This, voiced several, ‘brought forward notions of earlier than planned retirement from the profession.’

A plate-glass academic said that ‘employers want both creativity and, to do what they want and, for us to follow orders and, yet the two are incompatible.’

The meaning and significance of these findings is that most staff feel there is a worrying, dumbing down of quality where student numbers and the income that follows is a priority. The growth in overseas numbers (fees are much higher than those of domestic students) seems to have an impact on the nature of academic work. Staffing is not increased by managers to help cope, as this is not financially efficient but academics in all institution types are left having to effectively deal with new pedagogical and pastoral demands on their time. HE management appear to focus too much on economic efficiencies rather than simultaneously focusing on effectiveness in the daily realities of academic work. This theme appears to be at its most severe in Post 1992 and plate-glass universities.

2. Autocratic, managerialist ideology over academic democracy and debate

There are ‘too many changes due to marketisation, which remove some of the ‘glue’. It then takes time to recreate relationships with new people in admin. and, colleagues’ and there is ‘little stability’, which are reported by most interviewees regardless of institution. However, this sentiment appears to be most felt among academic staff, who work in the Post 1992 universities. They feel ‘change, which favours administrators and systems over academic staff, like the centralisation of all administration, is imposed rather than as a result of consultation with lecturing staff. It does not work effectively for staff and students. ‘This many feel demonstrates ‘the contempt of management towards the academy and is inherent in the managerialism which dominates the Post 1992 HE institutions. If you got rid of all managers tomorrow all academic work would continue to the same high standard’. The latter two quotes are from two different Post 1992 staff members from separate institutions.

In old, new civic universities, plate-glass and Post 1992 universities, interviewees reported that HE ‘academic managers are often much less collegiate nowadays and too remote from staff and often autocratic’ (reports a plate-glass and a new civic academic). ‘At times some managers are openly disrespectful towards academics’ (says one old civic university staff member) and ‘there were too many layers of management and administration and these were far too bureaucratic,’ suggests a Post 1992 staff member. In other words, internal upward communication had become cumbersome. She continues, ‘managers just talk to other managers’. As a result, academic staff feel that increasingly they have no voice. ‘There is no consultation by management. They appear uninterested in the concerns of staff,’ says one Post 1992 academic. Many staff believe that ‘managers and administrators serve their own ends but not those of academe.’ A new civic academic corroborates this, and says that ‘managers just pay lip service to consultation with staff.’ For many there now appears to be a ‘new breed of ‘professional’ manager elite within HE who could be equally managing a sausage factory next week as the same management approach is used. We have the standardisation of the academic production line,’ summarised by a Post 1992 academic, who has served 20+ years in HE.

A plate-glass and separately a Post 1992 academic each say that they have witnessed to their dismay, ‘young, academic managers appointed in their universities from industry who have
little understanding nor appreciation of the nuances of the higher education sector, and who then go about dictating what is to be done about marketing and advertising, websites, allocating budgets etc.’

The meaning and significance of these findings is that, since marketisation, the academic voice has been gradually eroded by an increasingly remote management. There is little to no democracy and debate with academics in the HE sector. Decisions are simply imposed on the academics from above with little attention to the pedagogical impact. Managers seem to be superfluous to HE requirement. Managerialism seems to have infiltrated all kinds of university with the exception of the ancient. However, it appears to be as its most autocratic form in Post 1992 university.

3. Instrumentalism over Intellectualism

‘What was routine for academics in the past and done well is now micro-managed, especially in the Post 1992 universities. Being told not just what to do but how to do it...like electronic marking...I hate it.’ This makes staff feel their professionalism, is being eroded. One Post 1992 academic says, ‘constant over checking by ‘managers’ that academic work has been done often short circuits intellectual engagement as the emphasis is on the tangible quantifiables and not on the qualitative and pedagogical aspects. The latter many feel have become undervalued by managers. The incessant standardisation and one size fits all mentality of managers behind all university policy is ridiculous. It simply does not work.’

Those interviewed from plate-glass, old and new civic universities reported that they believed there to be ‘more self-monitoring and surveillance in the form of the NSS, League Tables, RAE outputs, appraisals, targets, resources and the soon to be installed TEF in Sept 2017.’ This they too believed was ‘a manifestation of erosion of the profession via the loss of power and control over their day to day own work, autonomy and academic freedom and status as a result of the competitive marketisation of the sector.’ ‘Management would say that these are like this so that the university processes are online and transparent for all to see’ (reports a new civic academic).

One plate-glass interviewee highlighted that at his university ‘the management listened to staff via the senate. A senate is an opportunity for academics to voice dissent and have it minuted. It is an institutional mechanism, which pushes back managerialism but, this process is being slowly eroded. The current VC is a dull bureaucrat who is unconnected to staff and students.’

Two academics from different old civic universities indicated that they were ‘angry’ ‘galled’. They said that when they are asked by managers to focus on things (like completing some metrics to report to managers that they have done what they have been asked to do in order to fulfill some government imposed measurement) which are very time-consuming and ‘detract from what they believe as academics they should be doing like researching and writing.’

Only one interviewee from an old civic university claimed that from a manager’s point of view ‘marketisation has been helpful to deal with some difficult staff. Often these could be those who had tenure from before the 1990s, and if they did not research enough the only sanction was to give them more teaching. Nowadays there are clear outputs on staff workloads. In the case of one old civic university ‘an academic staff member must publish 3 x 4* journals every 3-4 years and contribute to the RAE or leave.’ In this institution, it seems
that all permanent staff focus on research. Also, most teaching has been subjugated to exclusively temporary or fixed term associate or hourly paid teaching staff.

The meaning and significance of these findings is that instrumental targets, surveillance and constant checking of the intellectual staff by HE managers and administrators, is of concern to those in the profession. The incessant standardisation efforts of managers of university policy appears inappropriate and inflexible for many academic purposes. Too much time and effort is spent, in the reporting to management of the fulfilling of metrics rather than just getting on with the job in hand. Metrics of just the quantitative aspects of the nature of academic work seem to be the subject of much dismay among all staff, regardless of their biography, and across all institution types.

4. De-professionalisation and fragmentation of the academy

In all institutions staff felt, ‘there is clear differentiation between managers, administrators, researchers and then the teaching staff who have relative low status’, (voiced by a plate-glass academic). ‘Worst of all is the position of casual staff, who are very poorly treated,’ said a Post 1992 university staff member. These casual staff are a more regular feature of all university types with the exception of the ancient university. Job insecurity was the main conversation topic of those interviewed who were non-permanent teaching only staff on temporary and fixed term contracts. In Post 1992 universities many staff observed that as permanent staff either retired or left, they were not replaced with the like but, instead with temporary or even hourly paid teaching staff were hired instead. Reports of increased casualisation and marginalisation of teaching staff, claimed by most interviewees regardless of institution type, with the exception of the ancient universities. However, even there, Oxbridge college level teachers did much of the teaching while research was the preserve of the permanent academic staff.

Interviewees report a division of staff into two clear camps of ‘winners and losers’. ‘Those academic staff, the star researchers who bring in huge bid monies, have everything to gain, promotion, status, sabbaticals from the new marketised context. Then there are those, mainly teaching staff with relatively low status, who cannot thrive in such a context (but are essential to uphold a learning environment for students) whose priority is not measurable but qualitative in their pastoral and nurturing role. Researchers have currency and value and build their careers on reputation through their work. Academic managers too are winners as they too have a vested interest in the new landscape,’ claimed an academic from an old civic university and one from a plate-glass institution. One new civic academic pointed out that ‘if research active contracted staff can’t keep up with publications they will regularly volunteer to be demoted to a teaching only contract.’

It was reported by one civic and Post 1992 universities that they had ‘little to no dedicated and only centralised, administrative support’, but this appears not to be the case at the other university types. Also all universities, with the exception of new, had ‘a rotating Head of Department, which most felt the fairest method to appoint’ commented a plate-glass academic.

All interviewees from all six institutions alluded to the so called ‘audit culture’ in the form of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) prevalent in the marketised English higher education sector today. All participants regardless of academic biography (age, length of service, job
felt that this culture did not sit well within an academic culture. They all voiced a dichotomy (values incongruence) between the two in terms of values, language used, priorities, intent, manner and execution. ‘Management speak drives me nuts when I hear it’, shudders one interviewee from a Post 1992 university. ‘There is no slack built into current staffing and all managers talk about are efficiencies and targets’ (reports a new civic academic).

The meaning and significance of these findings is that there are deep divisions within a de-professionalised body of academic staff, between administrators and faculty, between managers and academic staff members within all institutions with the exception of the ancient. The most severely affected are the Post 1992 universities. The casualisation of many academic staff, especially teaching staff and the lack of administrative support have had a negative impact on HE as a result of the marketisation of the sector. This enforced casualisation of staff, happened in the UK retail trade 30 years ago to make the sector more efficient. Now it is happening in all parts of the HE sector for the same reasons. The result is that many academics have lost status as a teaching professional but not as a star researcher. This imbalance may be redressed with the soon to be introduced TEF in September 2017.

5. Increased incidence of performativity, bullying and work place aggression

All those interviewed regardless of institution talked of the fragmentation of an academic community not helped by the increasing casualisation of staff. Management culture in particular in Post 1992 but also in some plate-glass institutions is said to be ‘controlling, threatening and aggressive’. ‘We have to justify and re-justify our position and look over our shoulder’ (a new civic academic). Increasingly, performativity pervades the HE sector where ‘managers use rewards and implicit sanctions (threat of dismissal or redundancy) as a form of control of their academic staff’ says a new civic academic. Most academic staff (in all but Oxbridge setting), who want to survive and keep their job, know ‘they are not to openly question management decisions but to follow orders,’ reports an academic from a technological university.

‘There is aggressive marketing, more and more open days... we as staff are having to get involved or else’ reports a new civic staff member.

Lecturers from most institution types interviewed recounted, either witnessing, hearing of stories within their institutions of, or experiencing themselves, bullying in the form of victimisation mainly by managers but also within academic units by those with more power and ‘bigger egos’ than others. In some cases it was reported that huge pay outs were involved when a determined staff member proved constructive dismissal.

One plate–glass academic said ‘bullying in a university setting is sophisticated in its subtlety and covertsness and survives almost undetected, except by its victims. It is inherently difficult to evidence as it most often has no witnesses... it is simply your word against that of another’. Many staff of all institution types related incidents where they were subjected to, or witnessed brief and commonplace verbal, behavioural hostile, derogatory, or negative slights and insults to disparage the target colleague or subordinate. Undermining the target’s intellectual credibility, eye rolling when the target is speaking, excluding the target from work or social conversations or from formal or informal meetings, or overlooking the target for promotion were the most common forms of oppression in the university setting.
A Post 1992 senior academic said that she had experienced herself and seen other staff suffer at the hands of more powerful academics and managers if they did not take on more and more every year. ‘If staff have done more than was on their workload, there is no thanks nor recognition by line managers but... if you do not meet one criteria on the workload, staff are given other duties over the summer. Even if you have worked hard and conscientiously for years but for whatever reason you now have a challenge in your life which makes things hard for you, managers are not interested and don’t care. Well, I was told: if you can’t cope then you know where the door is. There is just no empathy nor understanding.’

One plate-glass academic reported that, he had been suspended, for a year by university management for ‘speaking out against the management regime,’ only to be reinstated after a long investigation, as it was found that there was no case to answer. He also referred to the suicide in September 2014 of Professor Stefan Grimm a biologist who held a Chair in Toxicology at Imperial College London (an old civic university). This he said was an example of the aggression and bullying of today’s university managers. ‘Speaking to Times Higher Education on condition of anonymity, two academics who knew Professor Grimm, who was 51, said that he had complained of being placed under undue pressure by the university in the months leading up to his death, and that he had been placed on performance review.’ He was, said to be, ‘struggling to fulfil the metrics’ of a professorial post by his head of department. The coroner described his death as needless.

Overall, those interviewed said, that the job was more than that, it was a vocation and that many suffered from ‘a culture of long working hours and presenteeism’, claimed one plate-glass university academic. ‘It is expected that I work at weekends, during holidays and am on email 24/7’, reported Post 1992 academic.

The meaning and significance of these findings is that bullying prevails in the HE sector across all institutions. However, more prevalent is the highly competitive environment of the non-ancient universities where the luxury of being financially closeted perhaps makes the difference in institutional culture, governance, administration and control. The competition for fewer resources in HE seems to have created an aggressive and performative academic work environment where bullying can thrive. Staff goodwill is rapidly diminishing as a direct consequence of performativity and the lack of compassion shown staff by management especially in the Post 1992 and plate glass universities.

6. Work Intensification

All academic staff regardless of institution felt they suffered from more occupational stress today due to controls and emphasis on outputs and more centralisation of administration and other services making the job of the academic more difficult. However, the most precarious, insecure and demoralised academics, suffering from stress, are those who are casual and temporary in Post 1992 universities. This regularly manifests itself in the form of ‘rattiness with students or colleagues’ (a new civic academic). The second most stressed group of academics are full-time permanent teaching staff at Post 1992-, technological and plate-glass universities, followed by those in the civic universities. Occupational stress was not alluded to explicitly by academics in an ancient university but they did highlight their distaste for governmental controls.

There is one key stressor particular to the Post 1992 universities for older staff who were hired pre 1992 as teaching staff only. The professional goalpost has changed. All academic
staff at this particular Post 1992 university are to have a PhD by 2022. Staff have had to obtain part-time masters’ degree and PhD whilst working full-time. Even younger staff who are recruited with a master’s degree, ‘feel coerced into doing a PhD part-time in addition to a full-time workload with a nominal 200 hours per academic year for their doctoral studies’ reports an associate lecturer in her 30s in a Post 1992 university. Another Post 1992 staff member with 27 years’ service reported giving up ‘ten years’ worth of any free time (weekends, holidays) to keep up with the new employer qualification demands and this is typical for all staff here.’ This is bound to take a toll on an individual’s health and well-being. The division between work and free time is increasingly unclear and so staff feel under constant pressure to achieve work objectives even during what should be their downtime. For some this is the cause of ‘psychological burnout’, where the employee can no longer function nor attend work professionally without time out and medical intervention.

There are differences in the type of students at different institutions. The most starkly challenging students go to the Post 1992 universities, where most students need lots of pedagogical and pastoral support. This is a determinant on the nature of work in these particular universities. Many reported that this is a further stressor for those Post 1992 academics.

One Post 1992 lecturer had requested reducing their hours, due to health reasons, for less pay but his manager refused point-blank. He ended up leaving his position, exhausted. An associate lecturer at Post 1992 university, after serving seven years without being offered a permanent post, became so ill, after teaching 25+ hours every week all academic year, she requested one week’s unpaid leave just to get some rest. Her manager reluctantly agreed. Two interviewees, one at an old civic university and one Post 1992 are both retiring early due to their increasing workload every year.

Therefore, with the exception of ancient universities, all participants reported that, they were under more pressure and are suffering from occupational stress. ‘The main stressor’ reported by those participants ‘is an unmanageable workload.’ ‘There is very little time for quiet contemplation and reflection as we are constantly trying to meet deadlines and provide metrics for management.’ ‘There is a lot of window dressing but little substance to a lot of what we do now,’ reports a post 1992 academic. The result of much of the occupational stress experienced by academic staff is manifested physically (repeated illness) and psychologically in breakdowns and/or burn out and exhaustion. ‘Staff are running on empty a lot of the time and the workload model is a fiction. Our workloads have increased exponentially.’ ‘There is no time to easily take annual leave and to have a well-earned rest…no research time, the work keeps piling on until staff pop,’ reports a Post 1992 lecturer. She goes on to say that ‘people can’t take it and are dropping like flies!’

‘Mental resilience is needed to survive’ in the current HE environment stated almost all academic staff regardless of their university type.

The meaning and significance of these findings are that the phenomenon of work intensification, extensification via increased workloads and administration does exist in our universities and this has resulted in negative traits of occupational stress and well-being for many academic staff. This trend is very worrying.
In this study, examples of interviewees’ coping strategies or resistance include the following.

‘There are two types of coping strategy: do everything quickly without much thought so inevitably you miss something or you accept you cannot do everything and just do some things well and do not worry about those things that do not get done. Both ways the uni. comes off badly but that’s the only two ways to cope. Some staff retire early or spend their time looking for a way out,’ comments a plate-glass academic.

A Post 1992 academic said ‘I wish ‘they’ would just pay me off to leave-I would.’

In an old civic university an academic reported the ways in which he and others coped with and resisted the new HE context by:

‘feigning absentmindedness, sarcastic remarks at meetings, subterfuge, not taking on new areas...trying to offload marking to others...whinging a bit more...avoiding big jobs...some do more consultancy work...some network more with colleagues in other institutions and some adapt and make it work for themselves...staying away from the office as much as they can.’

‘Managers have shot themselves in the foot as staff are becoming more job’s worth so no staff volunteering to do anything extra so flexibility lost.’

Limitations of the Research

There is a relatively small number of interviews in this study, therefore it is difficult to categorically correlate an academic biography with their opinion in the context of their university type. In addition, international staff were not interviewed, these could bring a varying perspective to the narrative found in this study. A mixed approach in further research would aid this objective.

Conclusions of the Study

The marketisation of the HE sector is an emotive topic among all academic participants. Its impacts, all reported as negative, discussed above, are compelling and far-reaching.

It would appear that the ancient university is least impacted by marketisation in terms of academic staff and the nature of their work. Next are the old and new civic universities, then the technological, plate-glass. The most impact is felt by academics in the Post 1992 universities.

Many academic staff across England feel constrained by the relentless surveillance, monitoring and target setting by management. Academics are increasingly losing their voice and control over the nature of their work as professionals. This causes unnecessary occupational stress and anxiety, which in the long-term have implications for staff health and well-being.

The researcher cannot definitively claim from this study that there is a direct correlation between the biography of an academic and their views. However, there appears to be strong negative views of the marketised HE sector, held by those who were employed in HE pre 1992, regardless of institution and discipline, and those who have experienced HE before marketisation took hold in the last 10-15 years. Those who are younger and, have known
nothing but the marketised HE environment are still critical of it but more often than not do not hold such negative views of it.

Six key themes emerged:

1. Efficiency and quantity over effectiveness and quality

Most staff feel there is a worrying, dumbing down of quality where student numbers and income are prioritised. The growth in overseas numbers seems to have an impact on the nature of academic work. To cope with this increased staffing is not a priority of managers as this is not financially efficient so existing academics in all institution types are left, having to deal with new pedagogical and pastoral demands on their time. HE management appear to focus too much on economic efficiencies rather than simultaneously focussing on effectiveness in the daily realities of academic work. This theme appears to be at its most severe in Post 1992 and plate-glass universities.

2. Autocratic, managerialist ideology over academic democracy and debate

Since marketisation, the academic voice has been gradually eroded. This is by an increasingly remote but dictatorial management. There is little to no democracy and debate with academics in the HE sector. Decisions are simply imposed on the academics, from above with little attention to the pedagogical impact. Managers seem to be superfluous to HE requirement. Managerialism seems to have infiltrated all kinds of university with the exception of the ancient. Most severe managerialism evident in the Post 1992 universities followed by the plate-glass. It is also to some degree pervading the technological and the old and new civic universities. Ancient universities do not appear to have succumbed to this.

3. Instrumentalism over intellectualism

Instrumental targets, surveillance and constant checking of academic, intellectual staff by HE managers and administrators, is of concern to those in the profession. The instrumental standardisation efforts of managers of university policy appears inappropriate and inflexible for many academic purposes. Too much time and effort is spent, in the reporting to management of metrics rather than just getting on with the job in hand. The quantitative rather than the qualitative, intellectual and pedagogical aspects of the nature of academic work seem to be the subject of much dismay among all staff, regardless of their biography, and across all institution types.

4. De-professionalism and fragmentation of the academy

There are deep divisions within a de-professionalised body of academic staff, between administrators and faculty, between managers and academic staff members within all institutions with the exception of the ancient. The most severely affected are the Post 1992 universities. The casualisation of many academic staff, especially the teaching staff and the lack of administrative support have had a negative impact on HE as a result of the marketisation of the sector. This enforced casualisation of staff, happened in the UK retail trade 30 years ago to make the sector more efficient. Now it is happening in all parts of the HE sector for the same reasons. The result is that many academics have lost status as a teaching professional and have been marginalised. This imbalance may be redressed with the soon to be introduced TEF in 2017/18.
5. Increased incidence of performativity, bullying and workplace aggression

Occupational stress and bullying prevail in the HE sector across all institutions. However, it is more prevalent in the highly competitive environment of the non-ancient universities where the luxury of being financially independent perhaps makes the difference in institutional culture, governance, administration and control. The competition for fewer resources in HE seems to have created a competitive, adversarial and aggressive academic work environment, especially in the Post 1992 and plate glass universities, where bullying can thrive. Staff goodwill is rapidly diminishing as a direct consequence of performativity and the lack of compassion shown staff by management. The sector has been brutalised and dehumanised. An academic dystopia has emerged.

6. Work intensification

The phenomenon of work intensification, due to extensification via increased workloads, and the frantic speed and pace of administration, exists in our universities and this has resulted in negative traits of occupational stress and well-being for many academic staff. This trend across the sector is very worrying. There are differences in type of students at different institutions. The most starkly challenging students go to the Post 1992 universities, where most students are from a working class background who need lots of pedagogical and pastoral support. This is a determinant on the nature of work in these particular universities. Staff reported a variety of coping strategies and forms of resistance.

In summary, the overwhelming evidence of this empirical study highlights the multi-faceted extent of the radical impact of the marketisation on the academy in English universities. There is no doubt that today’s performative university with its targets and managerialism, regardless of institutional type is causing anxiety and stress among the academic profession. The only exception appears to be in the ancient universities. Further research is required to investigate what can be done to address this narrative of the decimation of the professional work of the academy. Academics are a key profession in the 21st century. They are the creators and critics of current knowledge and its application in our society. Therefore, the concerns noted in this article need to be taken into account by public policy makers.
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